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Sport Day
Written by Ms Noomi Lucia Annabella Sienknecht
(A German volunteer)

The kids were very excited all week long, we already had
Ms Noomi with the children
some volleyball games for 2 days before Sports Day, of course
with our color teams.
There were 4 teams divided in 4 colors: orange, blue, yellow and red.
So we started in front of the big bell and the kids had really nice make up on and nice dresses
and clothing, everybody had made a headband with some funny faces. We walked down the hill
like a parade even with drums and tambourines. We arrived next to the soccer field and they built a
nice tent there where every color team had their own chilling area.
Our School Director Ms Siriporn gave a speech and the teacher said something about the
following games, the flags were lifted and the games could start.
A marathon was up first and just the strongest and fastest kids went from each team - after
that there were a lot of running. And an aubergine ball game happened which I never have seen
before - that was very funny to look at. The teachers also joined the games and everybody had a
really good time.
Next up was hopping bags and pulling on a big rope that was some tough work.
After lunch the kids were treated with some yummy ice cream sandwiches, very delicious.
One game included some fast eating challenge and team work that was a lot of fun to watch.
They even had to make a trust game, where one of the kids got blindfolded and the other one had
to lead the directions, amazing!
It was a long and active day, but still at the end the kids surprised everyone with dance
performance, each color team had two dances that were wonderful.
The reward for accomplishing all competitions the teams got some great prizes, and all
handed out from Ms. Siriporn and our honorable guest, Mr. Ralf Johnen, who is taking care of
godparents in Germany.
We would like to thank step foundation Freiburg (Germany) for sponsoring T-shirts for all
teachers and volunteers for the Sports Day event.
All in all it was a wonderful day.
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